Diverse Connect

Diverse Connect from Windstream Enterprise is a standardized business continuity solution that keeps your network endpoints connected, even in the event of a serious network issue. Offered as part of a Windstream Enterprise solution, Diverse Connect delivers high uptime backed by a five-nines (99.999%) end-to-end availability service level agreement (SLA). Diverse Connect is an easy-to-deploy diversity solution that ensures your people can keep working—even during a fiber cut.

Guaranteed connectivity for all your critical applications

As you migrate more applications and business communications to the cloud, you inadvertently magnify the risk posed by single points of failure in your infrastructure. They can lead to network outages, which result in lost productivity and lost revenues. With all those potential choke points, you need to incorporate enterprise-grade resiliency and business continuity into your deployment. That means going beyond redundancy.

Power
UPS provides diversity from the power grid

Premises
Diverse managed routers increase resiliency

Diverse building entry
Includes the last yards of the last-mile

Diverse last-mile
Diverse routes practically eliminate outages

Homing arrangements
Loops connect to diverse edge routers

Available fixed wireless
Offers a path that’s distinctly separate from fiber conduit
The only service guarantee of its kind in a ready-made solution

As part of the solution, Windstream Enterprise offers a robust 99.999% end-to-end service availability SLA. If annual downtime exceeds five minutes per year, you will be credited for time lost. No other provider offers a diversity solution with that kind of promise right out of the box.

Diverse Connect delivers more

The highest uptime possible

- Eliminates single points of failure
- Keeps mission-critical applications connected
- Protects against outages and router failures
- Helps prevent future grooming/route collapse

Simplified management

- A single point of contact
- Design standard for provable diversity
- Reduces/eliminates the need for audits
- No professional services required

Cost efficiencies

- Reduce outages that impact business
- Save the time/resources spent designing your own solution
- Offset diversity costs with the access loops discount
- Minimize stranded capacity by using capacity on both loops

Peace of mind

- Network changes and grooms don’t impact diversity
- Advanced Application Reporting offers performance and compliance visibility
- A five-nines (99.999%) end-to-end SLA
- A turnkey solution from a single provider: Windstream Enterprise

Diverse Connect complements these Windstream Enterprise solutions:

- Managed Router
- MPLS IP VPN
- Cloud Connect
- Ethernet Internet
- Dynamic IP

About Windstream Enterprise

Windstream Enterprise collaborates with businesses across the U.S. to drive digital transformation by delivering solutions that solve today’s most complex networking and communication challenges.

To learn more about Diverse Connect, visit windstreamenterprise.com